What’s happening in NA World Services that you may want to know...

We hope you will continue to forward this page by email, or copy it for interested members, your ASCs, and your RSCs. We continue to encourage people to obtain e-subscriptions to *The NA Way* and *NAWS News*. This helps us to communicate more effectively and control distribution costs.

**Living Clean: The Journey Continues**, our newly approved book-length piece of Fellowship-approved recovery literature, will be available in hard and softcover October 2012. Both will be sold for $8.75. A limited numbered commemorative edition will be released in December priced at $30.

**Technology News:** We hope you have checked out the improvements to www.na.org. It has been radically restructured and we have gotten positive feedback from members. We also now have a mobile friendly version of the website. Check it out! We will have a free smart phone app for finding a meeting and receiving *Just for Today* readings released at the same time. We will eblast those who have subscriptions to the daily JFT posting and/or NAWS Updates when they are available.

We will have an (unenhanced) electronic version of the Basic Text available by the end of September at a cost of $8.90. *Sponsorship* and *It Works* are in the works for electronic publication. They will be available for sale on Amazon and the iTunes store with links on our website.

In response to input at WSC 2012 a new Conference Participant Bulletin Board will be launched by 1 September. It will be for conference participants only (those who attended WSC 2012 and any elected participants since). This will be a private board which is password protected, delivers notice of posts, and is mobile friendly. We will eblast all eligible members when it is live. The more fellowship-focused boards will not be created until later in the year and will include the Service System Project, Issue Discussion Topics (Group Conscience, Delegation, and Accountability; Collaboration; and Supporting Our Vision), and the Traditions Book project plan.

**Service System:** We are actively soliciting communities who want to test any components of the proposed system – GSUs, LSUs, etc. The more help we can have translating the ideas in the proposals to actual practice on a local level, the easier it will be for us to frame a transition plan to present at WSC 2014. If you are interested in working with us to “field test” the thoughts and ideas please contact worldboard@na.org. This is a “together we can” project and we hope you will help us take these ideas off the drawing board and into real life. Updates will be posted online as they are available: www.na.org/servicesystem.

Our other upcoming projects for this cycle, framing a Traditions Book plan, and review of *An Introduction to NA Meetings* will not begin until later this year. Information will be sent out following our October meeting.

**WCNA 35:** As we celebrate 60 years of recovery (our diamond anniversary) at this world convention in Philadelphia, we will certainly be living the theme, “The Journey Continues.” Early registration packages will be available in late 2012. We will notify you prior to the actual sale date, or visit www.na.org/wcna for updates.

We would like to expand our focus for the online webinars we’ve begun to do and we need your help. The areas of service we would like to bring together are conventions, H&I, and PR. But we do not have contact information for most of the people who are doing this type of service. If you would like to join us and discuss issues and solutions with others who are serving in these areas, please send your name, email address, trusted servant position, and region and/or area to events@na.org for conventions; HandI@na.org for H&I trusted servants; and PR@na.org for PR/PI trusted servants.

**Financials:** Has each of us ever considered what is meant by “support services”? We all go to meetings, and many of us have participated on H&I panels, noticed PSAs on television, and attended conventions. Now, what does it really take for every service to happen? Each of us has a responsibility to contribute, and to help other members learn how financial contributions help ensure that services continue to be provided around the world and in our backyards. Let us be inspired by our primary purpose and take action to financially contribute through our portal at www.na.org/?ID=donation-external-index.